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SUMMARY 
 
1984 CBOE Arbitration involving three separate option accounts of to the same broker; combined losses around 
$500,000.  Defendant was Shearson/Lehman American Express.  Account statements have never been 
independently audited. 
 
Combined total commissions paid on these losses was $225,072.  In 1982 the combined total commissions were 
$122,443, which accounted for over one-third of the broker’s commission income for that year. 
 
The broker was later indicted for several counts of tax fraud and sentenced to jail.  Psychiatric care used as plea for 
leniency.  Prior to arbitration he committed suicide. 
 
Arbitration Chairman took away promised third day of arbitration as hearing began.  Time allowed for presentation 
of three complex cases was limited to about ten hours. 
 
Chairman allowed hearsay and uncorroborated testimony from Shearson. 
 
Also accepted Shearson’s almost completely illegible copies of customer financial statements for the three accounts.  
The resulting confusion was evident throughout the arbitration. 
 
Evidence of two different financial statements for one account (one grossly inflated and backdated) surfaced at the 
hearing.  Claimants had no knowledge of these statements as they require no signature of the customer.  There was 
no questioning by the three experienced CBOE arbitrators as to the reason for the differences or even the existence 
of the second.  The one inexperienced arbitrator who appeared curious seemed left confused by the illegible copies. 
 
No financial statement for one of the claimants was produced by Shearson until later.  Three financial statements for 
another claimant were in the arbitrators’ exhibit books.  However, there was no testimony about any of these. 
 
Arbitration found No Award and denied Motion to Vacate. 
 
After the arbitration and after enlarging all of the bad copies, claimants found the three copies for one account were 
all false, were all inflated and were all different.  Closer inspection revealed that the financial statements for all three 
accounts were all false and inflated.  The statements were signed by the same broker and the same manager.  Most 
statements lacked the New York Compliance Department approval initials. 
 
One of the cases against the same broker, supplied by Shearson before the arbitration, contained only the complaint 
(which was similar to ours) and proof of settlement for 75% of the claim.  Months after the arbitration, after finding 
the lady involved (who made her files available), claimants found she also had a false financial statement signed by 
the same broker and same manager.  Shearson had removed this highly damaging evidence from the case papers 
given to claimants prior to arbitration. 
 
The discovery of the series of statements made it abundantly clear that the manipulation and inflation is done for the 
purpose of qualifying people to trade in naked options who in fact are not qualified, and it is done without their 
knowledge, thus revealing even further a distinct pattern.  We feel there certainly must be more. 
 
The SEC “inquiry” farmed out all of the false financial statements to the NYSE.  They used letters from the CBOE 
and the NYSE, along with the troubled legal record, as the foundation of their report to Chairman Dingell which 
contained omissions, inaccuracies, misstatements, was generally incompetent, and was sympathetic to the industry, 
thus providing no deterrent to violations of the law which translates into encouragement. 
 
There was testimony about churning presented by the two expert witnesses although Shearson said churning was not 
included in our submission agreement.  Proof of unsuitability in all three cases was certainly available to the 
arbitrators had they chosen to study the exhibits.  Shearson’s apparent need to manipulate customer financial 



statements over and over again in an effort to qualify them for naked options surely supports the claim of 
unsuitability.  There was no justification for the experienced arbitrators to remain mute and show no interest in the 
differing statements. 
 
Could all of this have happened in a court of law? 
 
 



APPENDIX OF SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS 
 

A – Arbitration Statement of Claim and Submission Agreement 
 
B – Arbitration Finding of No Award 
 
C – Motion to Vacate 
 
D – Broker Indictment and Coroner’s Certificate of Suicide 
 
E – Uniform Termination Notice 
 
F – Joan Hunt Smith Financial Statements, Negative Consent Letters, Etc. 
 
G – Mary Duke Smith Trust Financial Statements and Contract 
 
H – George Hybert Financial Statement 
 
I – Analysis of Questions & Challenging Statements of Witness by Panel 
 
J – Philip J. Hoblin Who’s Who 
 
K – CBOE Committee Showing Association of Hoblin and William Carroll 
 
L – Louise Schulman Case 
 
M – Letter from Claimants’ Second Attorney to Shearson’s Attorney 
 
N – Letter from Claimants’ First Attorney to CBOE Arbitration Secretary 
 
O – Letter from Chairman John D. Dingell to John S.R. Shad (SEC) 
 
P – Letter from Patrick Healy, Chicago Crime Commission, to John Dingell 
 
Q – SEC Report One, Letter from CBOE, JHS Response 
 
R – SEC Report Two, Letter from NYSE, JHS Response 
 
S – Dismissal of RICO Case for Want of Prosecution (now reinstated) 
 
T – Manager’s “Memo” 
 
U – Special Study of Options Market to SEC, 1978 
 
V – Risk Letter #3 with Accompanying Comfort Letter 
 



W – Sample SEC Case Report Showing Familiarity & Understanding of  
 “Falsification of Customers’ Option Applications” 
 
X – Newspaper Articles 
 
Y – Chairman’s Statement About Arbitrators’ Deciding on Admissability of Copies 



 

 This arbitration involved the accounts of three people who suffered combined losses of 

around $500,000 in option trading.1  I was one of the claimants along with my daughter’s trust 

and a family friend.  The same broker had recommended options as the proper investment 

instrument to facilitate our separate individual needs so the attorneys consolidated the 

complaints.  (App. A)  The total of the commissions paid by these three accounts for the years 

covered by the complaint was $225,072--and $122,443 of this amount was paid in 1982 alone 

which provided over one-third of the broker’s total commission income for that year. 

 After the complaint was filed we waited 16 months to arbitrate.  It resulted in a “NO 

AWARD” and also a denial of our Motion to Vacate.  (App. B & C)  Five months before the 

arbitration the broker, Herbert G. Mayer, committed suicide.  Unknown to us, he had been under 

prolonged IRS investigation and also under psychiatric care which was used as a plea for 

leniency. 

 By way of background, one of the claimants, George Hybert, a salesman nearing 

retirement, had gone to college with the broker’s brother.  And it was George who recommended 

the broker to me and several of his other friends.  Through the years George had done very well 

investing in ASA gold stock on which the broker had traded options, and the equity in his 

account was around $800,000 in 1980.  Shearson’s Chicago manager, William Cohen, several 

times recommended that George “diversify” into options on stocks other than gold.  The broker 

had represented himself as an options expert who had experienced great success with his other 

clients.  (T.207, 213, 243, 245-246)  George did not follow stocks other than gold, and because 

he traveled one week out of every month, he agreed to diversify only if he would be in the same 

                                              
1 Throughout the written testimony reference will be made to the transcript of the 

arbitration by “T” followed by the page number.  Reference to the enclosures in the Appendix 
will be designated by “App.” followed by a letter. 
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option positions as the broker, and the broker would shepherd his account--to which the broker 

agreed.  George wanted to use the option income to increase his capital base for retirement. 

 George felt Mayer possessed the knowledge of the underlying stocks and the “expertise” 

in options.  Unfortunately, as you will see, Mayer was not honorable and the stock options 

eventually covered 15 to 17 issues and the contracts gradually increased to between 800 and 

1,000 in a given month. 

 I opened my account with the broker in June 1981.  I was divorced, my alimony was 

ending, and I was not employed.  I asked for help in restructuring my portfolio of high quality 

stocks so that I could increase my income while protecting my assets.  (T.213)  Options were 

recommended.  I was told that I, too, would be put in the same positions as the broker which 

gave me a feeling of trust and safety.  Six months later I brought over my daughter’s trust to 

hopefully increase her stock portfolio while protecting her assets.  Options, of course, were 

recommended by Mayer for this purpose, and Shearson advised how to have the Trust agreement 

amended to provide for the use of this investment instrument.  (T.124-195)  Never in my limited 

investment experience had I ever had any dealings with options--they had never even been 

mentioned before I went to Shearson. 

 In the ensuing months the positions in both the accounts continued to grow dramatically 

and there were hundreds of options to monitor.  Mayer’s only strategy was to sell options, and it 

was impossible to tell immediately if an option was in a profit or loss position.  George and I 

each asked Cohen several times to include the price of the opening transaction on the weekly 

option report which Shearson provides only to its brokers (but which was given to us by Mayer).  

However, Cohen said this was too complicated for New York to do.  (T.264-265) 
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 In the spring of 1982 the market was going down but still Mayer’s only strategy was to 

sell.  (T.250)  George requested help in cutting back his account and I wanted to get out of 

options altogether and began going down to Shearson, prompted by deep concern for the 

account.  Mayer said it would be too expensive to buy in all of the positions at once and 

suggested lining them up so that all would expire in the summer.  I followed his advice.  George 

was trying to get Mayer to lighten up his account and told him he was going to have to find a 

better broker with professional guidance and specialists in options if something wasn’t done. 

 In about August 1982, the market started to climb.  Mayer advised me not to buy in my 

calls and but rather recommended selling more in the meantime.  Then one day he said, “Well, 

Joan, I bought in my last call today.”  (T.135, 136, 183) 

 In September 1982, George became more concerned about his account, generally and 

specifically, and again asked Mayer several times to call Shearson’s New York options 

department which he finally did.  Shearson’s New York “options expert” would not speak to 

George so George asked if he could listen; the expert agreed.  The only advice was simply to 

“bite the bullet” and “buy in at a big loss.”  This was just one example of our experience with 

Shearson’s “Minds Over Money.”  I was present at the time and we both decided to take our 

accounts elsewhere.  The emotional strain of the last few months had taken its toll.  (T.184, 224-

226) 

 In 1979, 217 option positions were opened for George’s account.  By 1982 this figure had 

increased dramatically to 5054 option positions in that one year.  In 1981, 806 option positions 

were opened for my account.  By 1982, 3670 option positions were opened.  In 1981, 20 option 

positions were opened for the Trust, increasing to 861 by 1982.  After Mayer executed the 

positions, he would very often later report, “I lowered the price just to get them off.” 
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 In 1979 Mayer had gross commissions of $218,750, and George’s account generated 

$4,987 of that amount.  In 1981, Mayer had gross commissions of $315,781 and the three 

accounts together generated $44,570 of this amount.  In 1982, Mayer had gross commissions of 

$356,643, and again, these three accounts together generated $122,443 in commissions which 

accounted for over one-third of Mayer’s total commission income.  (T.110, 461) 

 The approximate loss for George’s account was $219,190; my approximate loss was 

$172,167; and that of the Trust was $48,445.  The word “approximate” is used because these 

figures were extracted from Shearson’s records which have never been independently audited.  

The losses conceivably could have been more.  Shortly after opening my account with Shearson, 

and following Mayer’s advice “to build up the account,” I liquidated assets of around $119,000, 

and deposited that amount into the account which brought it up to around $327,000.  The Trust 

account was worth approximately $137,000 when I took it to Shearson. 

 In the fall of 1982, I told my friend and neighbor, Stuart Ball, who was a senior partner of 

Sidley & Austin, what had been happening to us at Shearson.  He advised us to sue them in the 

federal court, explaining the law was very clear on the fiduciary responsibility of a broker to his 

customer.  He referred our case to a former associate of that firm whose trial ability he admired, 

and requested that he handle our case on a contingency basis.  Sadly, two months later Mr. Ball 

died.  It was after his death that the chosen attorney recommended arbitration over the federal 

court. 

 While we were waiting to arbitrate Mayer was indicted for three counts of income tax 

fraud, pled guilty to two and received a jail sentence.  (App. D)  Shearson had Mayer’s license 

revoked and fired him as required by statute.  On June 16, 1984, (five months before the 

arbitration) Mayer committed suicide.  The document submitted to the New York Stock 


